The Image on the Pass
That Arakan was a Buddhist state requires a word of explana-
tion. From very early days it had been associated with that reli-
gion. As most people are aware, there is an early and a later
Buddhism. The first—it might be called Apostolic Buddhism—
derived from the attempt made by the Master and his disciples in
the sixth century b.c. to combat the superstitions of popular
Hinduism by teaching that a plain, decent, humane, and reason-
able way of life was wholly sufficient for a man's salvation, It had
its great day in India: the Emperor Asoka (260—226 B,C.) made its
code the basis of his administration. But it was not sufficiently
exciting to hold India for ever. On the popular side, the level
common sense of its rules seemed dull beside the dark intoxica-
tions of Hindu rituals; on the esoteric side, it discouraged meta-
physics and the mystical vision which made the Hindu philosophy
of the Atman so attractive to intellectuals. To meet this craving of
the Indian mind for ritual and mystical speculation, the later
Buddhism developed, the Mahayana or the Greater Vehicle as it
was called by its followers, who gave to the original Apostolic
Buddhism the name of the Hinnayana or the Lesser Vehicle. The
Mahayana had rituals for the people which often were hardly dis-
tinguishable, except by their terminology, from Hindu rituals ;
for intellectuals it had a splendid metaphysic whose differences
from the philosophy of the Atman were so subtle that a lifetime
might be happily spent in disengaging them, When Hsiian
Tsang, the T'ang dynasty intellectual, visited India in a.d. 650,
he found the Mahayana, the Hinnayana, and Hinduism flourish-
ing simultaneously under the benign rule of the Emperor Harsha.
Arakan was then an Indianland, its inhabitants being Indians simi-
lar to those resident in Bengal. It is safe to say that Hinduism and
both forms of Buddhism were to be found there, as they were to
be found throughout the continent, The country was noted,
however, for a colossal statue of Buddha known as the Mahamuni,
which was reputed to be of great antiquity, being considered a
contemporary likeness of the Master. The possession of this parti-
cularly sacred sculpture was sufficient to identify the Arakan area
more with Buddhism than with Hinduism.
In 957 the country was overrun by Mongolian barbarians, who
must have been early Burmese, for the Arakanese language to-day
is an early form of Burmese. Meanwhile both the Mahayana and
the Hinnayana had ceased toexist in India, which returned wholly
to its original cult of Hinduism. The Mahayana was carried to
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